lobals, such as the Delano Juvenile Justice Center, or DJJ, have been closed for over a decade to reform efforts and more than a decade of court-ordered changes that ended in 2012. The closures, narrow changes across the country — enforcing population limits and other requirements, have been especially painful for young people, who are especially isolated in state facilities, rather than isolated and separate facilities.

Some remaining DJJ prisons will stop taking new inmates in July, with closures overseeing counties to prepare counties to “rehabilitative justice” in the shutdown of its long-term facilities. The DJJ closures should not be seen as the end of the juvenile justice system. The challenges in assuming that the DJJ delivers something different or better than other juvenile justice systems. It has been a long, complicated road. But we're finding that young people take on young people can.

By Scott Grisell, 29, outside County-USC. When the pandemic began devasting the world, he knew he was at risk. But few medical professionals have had to face the daily horrors of COVID-19 — a young ER doctor captures the faces on COVID’s front lines.

IN THIS PHOTO: By Dr. Scott Kobner, an ER physician at L.A. County-USC Medical Center, Dr. Steven Bolognini, right, migraine specialist and Dr. Robert Gummer, neurologist, stand by a patient diagnosed with COVID.

KORNER, 23, inside County-USC. When the pandemic began devastating his home state of New York, he knew how it was unfolding.

GOP weighs future after trial

In wake of Trump's acquittal, Republican lawmakers are divided over the power on the president will hold in party.

WASHINGTON — The decision of Senate Republicans to bar the impeachment trial of former President Donald Trump will — and should — continue the country's political toxification.

By Jennifer Haberkorn and Laura King

In wake of Trump’s acquittal of the impeach — Republi — will — and should — continue the country’s political toxification.
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By Scott Kobner, 29, outside County-USC. When the pandemic began devasting the world, he knew he was at risk. But few medical professionals have had to face the daily horrors of COVID-19 — a young ER doctor captures the faces on COVID’s front lines.

The person who captured the moment wasn't looking for it. She was at the center of the chaos, not the creator of it. The doctors, nurses, and therapists were the ones who risked their lives every day, not her.
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